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Liifes Golden Stream

We walked in the cool of the evening.

We stood on a rustic bridge;

We heard the call of a whippoorwill

As it came from a wooded ridge.

The afterglow vied with the twilight;

They blended their color and shade.

The perfume of evening blossoms

Came from a woodland glade.

We walk on life's bridge together,

Step-by-step we go;

Our minds and our hearts are blended

As the waters that flow below.

Life's stream is sure to be golden

If beauty and truth we see.

And the soul render joyful service

Through all eternity.
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Mother

A mother's life is deep and wide;

Her love as faithful as the tide.

Each day her work is long and hard;

Each night she stands, a faithful guard.

Sweet as a violet, mother's face;

Strong yet tender, mother's grace.

A mother's hands are worn with work,

A mother's task she does not shirk.

The words of all who speak may fall

Like acid or like gold;

But when my mother spoke I knew

The truth she always told.

When high awards are given out

Just dues will come to others.

The highest crowns that God shall place,

Will rest upon our mothers.





Four Words

If you're the leader of a host and- strive to guide and teach,

And try to help another one a higher goal to reach,

And give his hands an honest task and pleasure for an hour.

Then set your soul to reach your goal; you have a right to POWER.

If two should strive in angry haste to take another's lead,

Or in a jealous, ruthless way upon each other feed.

If you can come between the two and cause their strife to cease,

Then some time in the future you will wear the crown of PEACE.

In the beginning all was void,—there was no form of life;

There were no words for fear and hate, for conflict or for strife.

Eons of time, have passed us by like fluttering wings of dove;

The sweetest word we know today is that small word called LOVE.

To climb a mighty mountain top or walk through spacious halls

;

To mingle with the jostling throng amid the towering walls;

To* ride upon a speeding train or float on ocean foam.

Will bring a thrill into your heart, when you have come back HOME.





The Dominion of Canada
Happy the day there came to us

A lady so queenly and fair,

Who told of our northern borderland

Of rolling hills, of wide-spread plains,

Of the sky, the sea and the air.

Two oceans break to east and west

On the rocks and crystal sand.

A mountain stretches like ribs of steel

To strengthen this mighty land.

Twilight is long when the sun has gone

Far on its westward way.

Like ocean billows the yellow grain

Rolls from dawn to the close of day.

The Northwest Mounted get their man
And justice is given to all;

Here truth is free as the sun and air

But evil and sin must fall.

Here truth is beauty and love is law.

Kind words come with each breath,

Strong hearts are also tender

And love is stronger than death.

Cold was the day when the maple leaf

Fell from the parent tree.

The beaver knew that his new-built dam
Must withstand the floods and frost;

He plied his trade and builded well,

And never counted the cost.

The wild geese fly like a letter V
Cleaving the cold, gray sky;

They seek a land where there's sun and warmth
As they clear the mountain high.

A blanket of white is laid on the landj

Like a coverlette spread by Nature's hand.

The skater rides on his blades of steel;

With the speed of light the bob-sleds go

Down a thousand hills on the crusted snow.

The toboggan of maple speeds the slide,

Bringing a thrill to the heart of its guide.

When the crystal crown of the frost king fade3,

And the sun returns to the greening glades.

And the maple trees again bear leaves.

New life unto all Dame Nature gives.

From leaf and beaver and bird and all,

"Be glad it is spring," comes the joyous call.





The Minister Who Lives a Year
In Every Week

To become a minister, a youth must acquire one of the highest

forms of education and couple it with unusual ability as a public

speaker. The minister must possess a general knowledge of business,

know a great deal about criminal and parliamentary law and the

ethics of politics. He must gain the friendship of children and the

respect of women and men.

All who have witnessed a service of ordination realize that upon

the one ordained rests a great responsibility. I have never person-

ally known a minister who disgraced his profession.

A minister must live a year in every week. He is at all times

ready to go to the bedside of the ill. He must offer the last word

at the open grave. He must know ancient languages in order to

properly interpret the writings of the Bible. He is one of the first

to look into the face of a new-born child. He will assist in the care-

ful selection of teachers in public and Bible schools. The minister

stands where the paths of two young people meet and unites them in

marriage. The blessing the preacher gives and his attitude toward

marriage may well effect the lives of the two until death part them.

Many criticize the length of vacations granted to preachers.

Many say their work consists in writing a short sermon each week,

and treat this accomplishment lightly. Few realize the difficulty of

the task involved in the selection of the sermon subject, to say noth-

ing of the time and thought consumed preparing the sermon.

Vacation time comes. A minister may spend his time in a great

city studying conditions there,—he may spend a day in court, or in

the halls of Congress. The minister may go to the mountains,—see

the hills in a new light, the gleam of the rising sun; the hills under

the blazing glory of the setting sun. He may see the mountain

wrapped in the fleecy mantle of a cloud and again look upon it when
the mists have rolled away. These are never changing hills. Again

the preacher goes to foreign shores, explores ancient ruins and stands

in great cathedrals hundreds of years old. He stands upon the shore

of Galilee, or in a little boat floats upon the most sacred lake in all

the world. A great ship brings him back across the oceans where

only sky and sea are visible, lit by the sun by day and the stars ap-

pear near and friendly at night.

Returning to his home and his parish, the minister's body has

been strengthened, his mind has become more alert, and his faith

has increased. From his pulpit he proclaims anew the glory of God
and His handiwork; he sheds new light on the power of the Master,

and leads forward with ever increasing power.

The preacher's life must be so balanced that he may stand beside

the most highly educated or stoop to the level of the ignorant. He
must understand the rich and the needs of the poor.

The preacher's life and activities are limited only by the atti-

tiide and support of the laymen by whom he is surrounded.





An Old Fashioned Garden

The old fashioned garden I have in mind is not as old as Eden;^

still I like to think of it by that name. "For God walked in the

garden in the cool of the evening."

In the north-east corner stands a large tree, young in appearance

in spite of its sixty years. There is an old wall, straddled by eight

cedar stakes, on which rest rails so old and weatherbeaten that they

may well have come from the sacred axe of the rail-splitter, Abraham
Lincoln. Then begins a series of boards driven into the ground and

interwoven with wire. Pickets, posts and gates comprise the bal-

ance of the fence, and woe betide the hen, sheep or cow that tries

to pass through it, for they find the shooing sun-bonnet of a house-

wife can become a dang&rous omen. Broken, flat stones set level

with the ground, form a walk the entire length of the garden.

Three generations have watched each Spring for the yellow daf-

fodil, tiger lilies, flowering currant and wax apple. Striped ribbon

grass and butter cups appear through the undisturbed sod beside

the walk. The clustered flowers of wisteria vine, locust and apple

trees are welcome beyond words. If the fragrance of the grape

blossoms could last all Summer we would gladly forego the purple

fruit of the fall. By far the larger space is planted with vegetables

for the farm-house table. Each Fall Nature's hand sprinkles the

seed of the hollyhock that we may, without thought or labor, enjoy

the beauty of the flowers the coming Summer.
Half a dozen bird houses are fastened in the tree limbs or rest

on the taller posts. They are the rusty red of the same paint that

was used on the old barn. We are reminded of a line from an old

song :

—

^'Maggie, Maggie, the cows are in the clover,

They've trampled there since morn.

Go drive them, Maggie, to the old red ham."

Currant bushes grow between the peach and plum trees and are

most friendly to a hop vine that troils along the fence. One peach

tree produces cling-stone peaches ; we must not disturb it ; we are re-

minded that father planted that tree. In the cool of he evening,

crickets chirp on all sides; a tree toad and unnamed insects add
their songs to the sweet chorus. A toad hops fearlessly over one's

foot in h issearch for bugs among the many small plants.

Sit with me in the little summer house ; we will watch the shad-

ows rest gently on path and flower bed. The sunset will rival the

flower for cclor and beauty. Think of the red breast of the robin

and the red petals of the roses ; the blue bird and the purple violets,

the oriole in her hanging nest and the yellow of the marigold. The
flowers' petals will fall and the green of the leaves turn brown with

the first frost, and we will not be sorry.

Our garden will sleep and rest beneath its bed clothes of snow
and Springtime will come again!





The Berkshire Hills

The Berkshire Hills are crowned with fleecy clouds and mighty trees.

The rocks on which they rest were placed by God's almighty hand.

The fragrance ofj the springtime blooms are wafted on the breeze;

The sun's bright rays are spread like liquid gold on all the land.

Hundreds of homes on Berkshire's shoulders rest; calm and peaceful

they

As tired children on a mother's breast.

Many lakes are cupped within these hills

;

Their mirrored surfaces reflect the stars

As if an unseen hand had sprinkled golden jewels

Taken from the crowns of countless ages past,

Or gems selected to adorn the sky for untold years to come.

Oh, Berkshire Hill, a fruited valley is your bride.

Oh, whispering pine, an oak stands by your side.

Oh, flowing stream, a thirsty fawn stands at your brink;

The sunbeams from your vapors drink.

A leaf floats by as if in haste it seeks the sea.

Great round rocks lie in their mossy beds;

The spring time flowers lift up their dainty heads.

May all who come with aching hearts or other ills,

Find rest and lasting peace within these Berkshire Hills.





Bug's

"They must be in the mattress,"

A lady said to me,

As she leaned on an ancient davenport

And flicked at a fleeting flea.

Then I put on my green sun goggles,

And focused my telescope;

Then I looked to my rifle priming

And coiled my rusty rope.

Underneath the carpet

They had made their home

;

As large as Western short horns

That on the prairie roam.

There were bugs in that house so little

They could stand on the point of a pin;

There were big bugs in the pantry

That rattled the kitchen tin.

Some bugs turned off the water;

Other bugs turned on the light;

Some bugs came out in the day time;

Others were active at night.

Some bugs lived in the ice chest

And ate of the family grub;

Tlie. aquatic kind lived in the bath room,

And swam in the old bath tub.

Then I mustered my mighty forces

And we cleaned that house spick and span

Only one bug was left alive.

And he "beat it", and ran and ran.





After Eight Days of Steady Rain

Mother awoke her children dear at the first break of dawn.

"You can not go outside/' she said, "the weather is forlorn."

"For us to pout or frown/' they said, "would indeed be rude;

We'll don our caps and doff our shoes and paddle in the mud."

A salesman threw the bed clothes back at call of his "Big Ben",

He raised the shade and swore aloud, "By gum, it rains again
!"

He packed his grip with brush and wig, some soap and bottled foam

;

He said, "I'll bet a hundred grand the ladies will be home."

Tte laundry was all washed, as clean and white as snow,

"I can not hang them out," said Mother. "Oh, dear, what shall I do.''"

Why should I rant and rail, or make a noise like static?

I'll string a line and hang them up, they'll dry right in the attic."

Said Mother Earth, "I feel forlorn, as sober as a judge;

My under-things are soaking wet, I bear those clouds a grudge.

My frame is warped, my axis bent; my hair hangs in a string;

I never saw such dreadful days in Winter, Fall or Spring."

"On second thought/' said Mother Earth, "with dawn the sun will

come

To brighten every earthly home, and drive away our gloom.

Some days will bring to us the rain; some days the sun will shine

No thought we give will change the clime, the edict is Divine."





A Little GirVs Vacation

A little girl came up the street, on feet as silent as the light

from distant star. She placed her hand upon my arm and spoke in

low, sweet voice, and then I knew that she was there. She said,

"I've come home again; I'm glad I've come home again. The past

few weeks have been such pleasant weeks to me that I have come to

tell you all; that's why I'm glad I've come home again.

"I wandered in the woodland dell; I saw the children of the

flowers you loved so well. My footsteps led me down the pasture

lane; I stood beneath the great oak tree and saw the blushing violets

in the grass. I sat in meadow green and marked the petals of the

daisy as they fell, and when I plucked the last I knew you loved

me well. I played beside the babbling brook; I dipped my fingers

in its cooling stream, and felt the pebbles underneath. Those peb-

bles, they are smoother now than when you played beside that stream

;

but still the rippling water sings the same refrain. I've come to tell

you all; that's why I'm glad I've come back again."

Sweet child,—I held her to my heart, and thought that over all

must flow the stream of life.

Oh, may her years be filled with much of joy and little strife.

A Laughing Boy
A little lad came up the street; the patter of his feet proclaimed

his joy. He was a healthy, happy boy. He climbed upon the box

on which I sat, at risk of breaking his own neck. The box was high,

but what was that to him; the sky was high, the earth was high and

wide. He stretched his arms as if to hold the world within his grasp.

He placed his hands upon his knees and laughed; a long, loud,

hearty, childish laugh.

It seems a clown had capered in a play to please the children

who had gathered there. A clown with painted face and queer

cocked hat—his pants too wide across the seat, and shoes three times

too big to fit his feet.

Strange, is it not, that I of sixty years, whose hair is white, and
days are almost dark, should strive with all my heart to match the

joy of just a laughing boy. A few swift passing years and he will

be a man; the great world then will be his toy. He will be a stronger,

better man, because he was a laughing boy.





Beautiful Hands

Thr hands that keep moving from morning till night

—

These are hands directed by minds that are right.

Clasped hands carry friendship direct to the heart,

They bid it to stay there and never depart.

These are the beautiful hands.

There are hands blue-veined and scarred from the task;

They are not dipped in pink stuff or lotions that last.

There are hands that stitch, and fix dainty food,

And labor all day to do others good.

These are the beautiful hands.

Some hands are soft as the wings of a dove,

—

These send forth the message of true mother love.

Some hands are big and so strong that you ken.

They are the hands of strong-hearted men.

These are the beautiful hands.

The day is now done and the head is reclined,

The heart is uplifted, God's solace to find.

The mind is at rest, for peace it has grasped;

In prayer's attitude, two hands are here clasped.

These are most beautiful hands.





Beautiful Hair

There is hair that is blonde like the gold in the sun -

It hangs on the shoulders like cloth finely spun,

It frames a fair face with eyes that are blue,

And tells of a heart that is loving and true.

This is most beautiful hair.

Brown hair lies in waves, or is braided in twists,

And shines like the amber of sun through the mist;

Tresses of brown that turn darker at night,

And gleam like deep amber in dawn's early light.

This is most beautiful hair.

There is hair that is black as a raven in flight.

It gleams with the sun and blends with the night.

Curving shoulders are clad in a mantle of black,

Finer than woven on loom or on track.

This is most beautiful hair.

Beautiful Eyes

There are eyes that are blue as the blue of the sky,

They seem to look forth from a mind that thinks high.

Swept by the lashes on innocent youth,

Blue eyes flash fire with trust and with truth.

There are the beautiful eyes.

There are eyes that are black like the middle of night,

They reflect a deep soul with a dangerous light.

Nature looks forth from this beautiful gorge.

With black eyes that flash like sparks from a forge.

There are the beautiful eyes.

There are eyes that are brown like a deep amber spring.

Deep from the heart's well, true love they bring;

Brown eyes that speak with a sweet soothing zest.

Foretelling of peace in the mind and the breast.

There are the beautiful eyes.





The Stone Is Rolled Away
In the bright Easter dawn two women walked a garden path;

their arms were filled with spices rare, and cloth intended to enfold

the sacred form of Christ the Lord, whom they thought lay within

the sepulchre.

"The stone is great, the seal is fixed," they reasoned thus between

themselves, and wept and prayed.

We are so weak and we are all alone. Who for us will roll away
the stone?"

Lo! before them in the path they see a form in bright array. It is

the risen Lord. On this first Easter day He has triumphed over

death and sin and rolled the stone away.

For all who know that they are weak; and fully trust, and truly

pray. His nail-scarred hands will roll the stone away.

The Eagles Flight

An eagle left a topmost branch and soared into the sky. Higher

and higher he arose until he seemed to touch the edge of a great

cloud. He floated there as if he were a ship upon an inverted ocean

hanging overhead.

There came a wind. The cloud spread over all. The eagle

soared and dipped, and banked and turned. A quick fierce wind!

The lightning split the black, and then—the rain.

Now the storm has passed. Far, far below, the faces of the

flowers look up as if in gratitude to One Who sends the snow, the

lightning, and the rain.

The eagle flew above a smoking hill. He looked far down into

the fractured earth and saw the boiling lava, red and hot, as if it

were the fire-place of hell. The eagle came unto his nest. He rested

there. He had no fear; he knew that over all there ruled a Supreme
Power, useless to defy. That Power is God.





Rest

I longed for the evening hour

For the work of the day was hard.

The commands to toil harder were heartless

;

There was seldom a friendly word.

The tool may have been a heavy sledge,

Used to strike a red hot bar,

As the flashing sparks from the anvil's fire

Left many a reddened scar.

It may have been in the harvest field,

Under the burning sun;

It may have been at a writer's desk.

That my tiring task was done.

Weary I stood at the teller's desk

And stretched my hand at the close of day,

Nor made excuse for dirt and grime.

And knew no shame for the sweat and stain.

Honest labor had tired my heart and brain.

Now I stood at the close of day

And received my just and honest pay.

There came a voice like an angel choir

To welcome me back to a cottage small

It made the home seem like a spacious hall.

Here was the touch of a friendly hand,

For a chair was placed by a table small

And a glass had been filled

From a crystal spring

For joy in the heart, like chimes, will ring

True rest the weary may understand

—

As it circles their lives

Like a golden band.





Day Dreams
It's good to give one's mind full rein

And paint wild pictures with your brain;

To dream of sky and sea and land,

To think of power and toil of hand.

I like to breast a river's flood,

To swim and swim against the tide,

And strive to reach the other side,

And find the bank both wide and steep,^

—

Sometimes 1 walk and sometimes creep.

A thorn bush reaches for my arm,

—

I see. red blood upon my flesh.

Then I grasp a rock's edge

And find rare moss upon a ledge.

With beating heart and throbbing brain

The mountain top I strive to gain;

Then stand upon the topmost hill

And view the handiwork of God's great skill.

The rolling hills and boundless plains,

Stretch green to June's unclouded sky

High overhead the eagles fly;

The wild horse pounds the boundless sod

With feet that iron never shod.

No leather saddle rides his back,

Nor silver spur on heel of man
Draws the red blood from his flank.

To mingle with his mouth's white foam;

On unfenced plains the bison roam
From deep within the canyon's walls

We see the stars at midday, shine.

Such wonders are supreme, divine.

All day the sun in circling march
Travels across the deep blue arch.

The moon sends down its silver light

To cheer the darkness of the night.

Hillside springs unite their flow

To send a river down to seek the sea

Where ships are anchored in the lee.

The limbs of trees are homes for feathered folk.

Beneath the leafy shade the cattle rest.

Oh, active mind, help me to dream of home, of heaven.

And all that's best.

I like to dream of swords made into shares for plows

—

Of wars replaced by lasting peace.

Of sins forgiven by Heaven's grace.

Close now the book with all that's best;

Closed be the mind with sleep and rest.





The Midnight Hour

The mellow bell of the mantle clock struck twelve. The blend-

ing of the tone from one to two, and so on, from eleven to twelve,

was soothing and pleasant.

You say this was strange, this was the midnight hour. The gob-

lins of yesterday's unfinished business or your mistakes should have

peered from behind the dresser, or over the foot of the bedstead. A
creaking sound upon the stairs reminds you of a past sin that, un-

der cover of darkness, takes form and comes to keep you awake and

in dread.

Perhaps when morning comes deep snow may cover the ground;

it may rain, or the sun may be extremely hot tomorrow. Business

may be bad, or there may be too much, and the work hard. All these

and more troubles may have appeared at the midnight hour; but they

did not.

I saw a little tree—it appeared to get larger,—leaves and blos-

soms and fruit appeared. Over the years I walked in its shade and

ate of its fruit. Then there came the liquid music of a stream, the

sound of falling rain upon the roof, the steady roll of ocean waves,

the sound of trains and whistles through the air, sometimes at night.

May I again remind you it is the midnight hour? Nearby others

are wrapped in quiet sleep.

Now I see a busy street. Elevators lift loads of ft*eight to ships.

Throngs go in all directions in pursuit of business or pleasure.

Now sheep graze in green pastures, cattle drink from cooling

streams and stand in the shadows of great trees. Horses strain at

their traces as the plow turns the furrow. Sheaves of golden grain

dry in the summer sun as they await the machines to thrash and grind,

and ovens release the baked loaves for the feeding of thousands.

Children's voices seemed to come while at play or as they said,

"Now I lay me down to sleep, I pray the Lord my soul to keep."

Churches seemed filled with worshiping people. Voices blended in

praise as the sweet music of organs was heard.

It was midnight. The perfume of a rose seemed to fill the air.

It came as sweet and as silent as true love. The clock struck one.

The hour had passed. I had lived a sweet lifetime in one hour.

I knew the dawn would come and in this hope I slept again.





Scotland

Highland hills with placid lakes,

And streams that flow together;

Here flocks and herds, with shepherds kind,

And meadows full of heather.

Long twilight hours, with deep blue sky,

A Nature's beauty spot;

No finer place we hope to see;

The homeland of the Scot.

You see a man with kindly face,

A bagpipe in his hand.

A little strange at first he seems.

Soon, by you he will stand.

As you learn to know him well

And dwell near by his cot,

In any land, this gentleman

Is sure to be a Scot.

If you have thought to build a house

And cease the world to roam.

You better build it well and neat

And call it a wee home.

For, if your heart should fall in love,

—

And hearts are apt to plot,

—

Your head should teach

Your heart to love

The daughter of a Scot.

Evening came, the battle ceased;

God knows the cause was just.

We waited long to hear the news.

For, hear the news we must.

I looked the general in the face

;

His eyes they never cried.

He answered simply, "Mon, they're Scots;

They either won or died."

When Feter looks you in the face

And sorts your soul and fame.

If he takes up his book and brush

And stencils in your name.

If you can pass that muster

Forget your breed and clan;

For if you pass through that great gate

You must have been a man.





If I could live my life over again I would want to plant one

hundred oak trees and build one hundred homes.

To plant a tree will make a place where little birds will come

To build a house where people come is sure to be a home.

"So teach us to number our days that we may apply our hearts

unto wisdom."

—

Psalm XC; 10.

The End
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